HARPENDEN BOWLING CLUB
Temporary Rules During the Covid 19 Period
1. If you have any Covid symptoms STAY AWAY. Follow Government guidelines if you are selfisolating or in a vulnerable group.
2. You must always observe social distancing and remain 2 metres apart from other members.
3. Only Singles and Pairs formats may be played to maintain social distancing. No markers are
allowed and avoid measuring for shot.
4. The Clubhouse, bar, kitchen, changing rooms and toilets will remain closed and locked. The
unisex disabled toilet will be available on an essential use only basis and the sanitizer must
be used on anything you have touched.
5. As there will be no changing facilities players must change shoes elsewhere. There will be
benches around the green.
6. The equipment shed including club woods will not be in use.
7. All rinks must be booked in advance using the new online method from rinkdiary.co.uk
8. Players are not permitted to arrive at the club without booking in advance.
9. Each bookable session will be for 1.5 hours with a session gap of 30 minutes which allows
time for players to vacate the car park and the next set of players to arrive and get ready.
First session will start at 10.30am.
10. Players must sign in so a complete record is kept of who has been at the Club.
11. You must not arrive at the club more than 10 minutes prior to your booked time.
12. Members are limited to booking four rinks per week with a maximum of two in the two most
popular sessions, i.e.10.30am and 2.30 pm.
13. The green will be marked out for 3 rinks to allow for social distancing.
14. A mat and a jack will be left out at each end of the rink all the time on the paved edges or in
the ditch. Please leave them out at the end of your game to reduce handling and use
sanitizer on them after your game. Take care not to contaminate the green turf with the
sanitizer.
15. Jacks to be placed on instruction of lead bowler not delivered.
16. Individual players to decide how they handle woods and jacks
17. No 2m sticks or scoreboards to be used. Players to bring own scoring notepad and pen.
18. Standard dress code applies at all bowling sessions.
19. Individual players to decide whether they want to use any PPE.
20. Sanitizers will be available at each end of the playing rinks.
21. Once you have completed your roll up, please clear your car from the car park. If you want
to stay on as a spectator and there is room, please remove your car from the car park and
park in the road. The Car Park is for players and Blue Badge Holders only.
22. A limited number of spectators are allowed providing government guidelines on social
distancing can be maintained. Please respect the limited space available for spectators
which may mean you cannot safely stay on the premises. To allow accurate records to be
kept for tracing purposes there will be a signing in book in the spectator’s area on the patio.
23. Members should take all their rubbish, including wipes, away with them.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

